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EFFECT OF CONTROLLED ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY 
ON BIOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 

Oscar Sam Gray 
President 

Gray Industries, Inc. 
P.O. Box 23518 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33307 

Murray s~. M.D. 
Medical Director and Vice President 

Gray Industries, Inc. 

This communication is an introduction and source of general informa
tion for four other studies concerned with presentation of data accumu
lated in the areas of serum, blood, microbiology and cells subjected to a 
unique process involvirl:g the use of. electromagnetic radiation un_der con
trolled conditions (1,2,3,4). 

In three of the studies, the principal source of energy is microwave. In 
the fourth, Kereluk ( 4) sho~ed the synergistic eJ:tects of combinations 
of energies in the electromagnetic field. · 

For microwave_. processing, the Federal Communication Commission 
has· presently set aside bands of microwave energy within the range of 
between 400 and about 20,000 megacycles per second with a wave length 
ranging from 13 inches for the lower ,frequencies to about 0.7 inch for 
the highest frequencies. 

An unfortunate hiatus in the microwave field has been the inability to 
control the effects of this important energy. Because of the conspicuous 
inability to study any factor other • than thermal, almost all of the 
investigative and applied efforts have been in the area of normal thermal 
or heating effects: cooking, heat drying, etc. In the present report, the 
use of controlled microwave energy has been at the level of 2450 MhZ 
frequency with a wave length of 4.8 inches (12.19 centimeters). 

The simplest explanation for microwave. effects and probably the one 
most generally accepted is that this energy acts at the molecular level 
to produce molecular polarization or molecular excitation as· well as 
other mechanisms not known and only partially recognized, e.g., pearl
chain formation. 

Whatever the mechanisms may be in toto, it will be apparent that 
there are discriminatory results as noted in the three of four reports 
which demonstrate selective destruction of single components, e.g., 
destruction of viruses and/or cells without concomitant detectable deg
radation of the serum or plasma menstruum. 
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As was noted initially, the basic process utilizes microwave energy as 

one of several components, the combination thus introducing variables 
into the normal mechanism of reactivity of the energy under discussion. 
The combination of factors developed by one of the authors (O.S.G.) is 
unique and is covered by issuance of a number of Letters. Patent (5,6,7) .. 
A specific prototype using this process in an independent laboratory is 
illustrated in the report by Peters, Jackson, Iwano and Gross (3). 

Because of the history of the process under discussion and for the 
sake of convenience, the term "Gray Process"* has been used for the 
name of the basic process. The actual apparatus used in the Gray Pro
cess varies considerably depending on the material being processed. The 
reason for these variations are inherent in the physics involved. The 
basic principle of the apparatus can be seen from Figure 1. It is to be 
noted that a pressure chamber is necessary, containing one of the com
mercial types of magnetron, as the source of microwave energy. 

FIG.I. FIG.2. 
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FIGURE 1. Schematic diagram of the Gray Process taken from Patent No. 
3,494,723. 

Numbers 2 and 3 on diagram represent magnetrons generating microwave 
energy. Numbers 9 and I? are heat transfer coils for cooling plus positive 
pressure as part of the coohng-system-chamber. The direction of coolant gas is 
indicated by arrows into exposure pressure chamber #1. 

Number 6 is sample to be exposed to energy and coolant with variable 
superatmospheric pressure controlled by gauge #19. 

• Trademark of Gray Industries, Inc. 
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A specific example of how the Gray Process is used follows: In the 
prototype batch machine, a specimen of fetal calf serum is placed on a 
plastic continuously rotating turntable. The volume in the plastic-capped 
bottle has been previously determined for optimal reactivity to the 
process under specific experimental conditions and in this example is 
100 ml in a 125 ml bottle with a plastic cap. The specimen is placed 
on a turntable made of plastic for the simple reason that a number of 
plastics are transparent to the microwave energy. The chamber is pre
cooled with refrigerated dry nitrogen gas to approximately 5°C. The 
mechanism .for the turntable and the energy is activated and the 
product is exposed for the desired period of time. The cooled nitrogen 
provides the superatmospheric pressure which in this instance is 2½ PSI. 
Further, in this case because of the biological nature of the product, 
following the cesi:;ation of the energy exposure, a cool-down period is 
employed for 5 minutes. The comparative results insofar as the biological 
reaction of fetal calf serum to this process under these circumstances 
can be seen. Fetal calf serum exposed to microwave alone for 20, 18, · 16, 
and 14 seconds shows varying degrees of coagulation, whereas with the 
Gray Process there is apparent a significant degree of difference with, 
however, coagulation occurring in all 20-second exposures. 

In view of the previous description, it should be obvious that an 
autoclave constitutes a desirable chamber which can be modified for 
different needs. Further, a variety of prototype machines can be designed 
embodying the principles of the process and being tailored for . the 
needs of a given program. 

It is to be emphasized that the major portion of our activities has 
been concerned with the use. of the Gray Process on the final package 
rather than a flow-type line of exposure of the product. This does not, 
however, exclude the use of the Gray Process in a flow-type production 
line. It is pertinent that the prototype illustrated has been modified 
without difficulty for production-line purposes. 

Over a period of years, data for the application of the process have 
been accumulated in pasteurization and sterilization in the fields of foods 
and beverages, (with particular reference to protein drinks, milk, beer 
and orange juice) ; enzyme-containing systems; and other such widely 
different products as medical and surgical supplies and tobacco. Of par
ticular interest is the fact that the process is effective in the final product 
package, provided one wall of the package or container is permeable to 
microwave. 

During the course of the testing program of several years, it appeared 
that biological systems reacted favorably to the Gray Process but 
specific answers to the course of events occurring internally in a subject 
exposed to the process were not easily obtained. The general explana
tion given has been that the subject matter absorbs the microwave energy 
creating a thermal effect, at the same time coolant gas keeps the external 
wall of the container at lower temperature than the internal temperature 
of the product, thus creating a reverse conduction effect and preventing 
damage to container and product from excessive heat. It is this control 
of the thermal effects that enables this process to sterilize and • stabilize 
biological systems and other products without producing deleterious 



Variations of the Gray Process vs. Energy (only) 
Illustrating molecular control by the Gray Process 

Application: Milk 
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TABLE 1. Internal temperature comparisons in identical milk samples exposed 
to various combinations of microwave energy indicated in A, B, C, and D. 



thermal side effects. At the molecular level, it is difficult to describe the 
energy as being thermal or athermal, particularly, where the biological 
results would suggest a possible mixture of reaction. 

The general confirmation of this explanation can be seen in Table 1 
where comparisons are made between milk exposed to microwave, pres
sure, coolant plus cool-down period. The objectives of this work were to 
produce a sterile milk without a cooked flavor or carmelization of 
products. Equally important was clarification of thermal changes occur
ring internally in the product. Because of the need for relatively large 
input and absorption of energy required in this instance, for obtaining 
the desired results, an explosive situation existed and we could only 
demonstrate final temperatures. These can be seen in Table 1 and 
explain why the end-product of milk exposed to the Gray Process was 
superior to the milk exposed to microwave alone. 

The important question, however, was what in reality was happening 
to the milk in the intermediate moments between beginning and end 
of the experiment. This critical information was obtained by studying a 
more delicately balanced system, serum. In this instance only a limited 
input of energy was possible before coagulation and, therefore, de
gradation of protein occurred. 

In Figure 2 is illustrated the difference between the Gray Process and 
microwave energy used alone. This table is discussed in greater detail 
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FIGURE 2. Comparative points of internal temperatures of !eta! calf serum m 
glass-plastic-capped bottles and exposed to energy alone or with coolant. 



by Dr. Fellowes (2) since it forms a basis for his viricidal selectivity. 
It should be pointed out that when there is an input of energy sufficient 
to coagulate protein, based on simple thermal reaction, then the protein 
is affected by both the Gray Process and microwave alone. As can be 
seen, however, from Figure 2, difterences emerge when the Gray Process 
is used under identical laboratory conditions involving identical energy 
input, milliamperes and time in seconds. In other words, there is a 
straight-line reaction occurring internally and it appears justifiable to 
extrapolate from the serum to the internal reaction in the milk which 
was shown in Table 1. 

It would be improper to present positive data without acknowledging 
failures which have occurred in our laboratories. The reasons are now 
known for the failures and involve above all a proper preliminary study 
which terminates in the evolution of the proper package with ratio of 
product to fill and similar factors. In short, as in the case of any scien
tific procedure, the variables and the parameters must be determined for 
each phase under study. 

In conclusion, at this time it can be said that it is the judgment of 
the investigators involved in the research and development program at 
Gray Industries that the unique selective results which are being 
accumulated are probably due to a mixture of direct thermal and subtle 
non-thermal changes. The so-called subtle changes might well be at the 
molecular level because the question arises as to .what occurs when a 
process produces excitation of molecules. A comment suggesting this state 
of affairs has come from Dr. John J. Eisch who carried out preliminary 
experiments with the Gray Process. He states . . . "the racemization of 
asymmetric centers in amino acid components of proteins and the 
rupture of disulfide linkages may be the underlying cause of the ad
vantageous biological effects of the Gray Process. As a working hy
pothesis, it would appear that the foreign microorganisms must be more 
sensitive than the host biological medium." (8). 
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SELECTIVE EFFECT OF ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY ON VIRUSES 

Qy 0. N. Fellowes, 0. S. Gray, and Murray Sanders 
~ - -- -

Gray Industries, Inc. 
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 

Animal viruses have been inactivated by ionizing radiation ( 1,2) under 
varying conditions and the bases for such inactivaton have been discussed 
(3). There are types of nonionizing radiation which fall between 1 meter 
and 1 millimeter in wave length and between 300 and 300,000 megacycles 
per second in frequency ( 4). These sources of radiation lack the energy 
to induce ionization or free radical formation having only about 10-4.75 
electron volts or photons ( 4) . It is the purpose of this study to estimate 
the ability of certain nonionizing electromagnetic energy, as used by Gray 
Industries, to inactivate vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV) in particular 
as well as other viruses in general, to test the immunogenicity of the 
inactivated VSV, and to destroy contaminating virus present in a specific 
antiserum without harm to the a'ntibodies present 

MATERIAL,', AND METHODS 

Virus, Two types of VSV were used in this study. The VSV, Indiana 
type grown in bovine embryonic kidney cells was used as the test virus 
in the primary inactivation test. The VSV, Indiana type was grown also 
in embryonated hen's eggs to produce the virus used to immunize 
cattle for antiserum production. The VSV, New Jersey type was propa
gated in the embryonated hen's egg for use as a contaminant in the VSV 
Indiana type antiserum. Other viruses in various media were tested as 
available, 

Electromagnetic energy. The electromagnetic energy (EME) used in 
this study was generated by a two kilowatt power source through a 
magnetron tube which emitted a wave 12 centimeters in length at a fre
quency of 2450 megacycles with an intensity of 760 milliamperes. All 
experimental work was performed in a shielded housing containing a wave 
guide and temperature controlling device. 

A thermal curve was plotted to include all of the characteristics of the 
product and its container prior to the actual application of EME to the 
active biological substance. This test included the type and size of the 
container, type of closure, a blank fill containing the medium or carrier of 
the active substance, the volume of medium leaving the least air or head 
space in the container and a choice of jig to hold the containers in rotat
ing motion. The thermal curve was plotted from the date obtained on the 
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temperatures attained by telethermometer probe samples at five to ten 
second intervals of exposure of the test complex to a field of EME. The 
initial temperatures of all samples in a given test were established prior 
to the exposure to the energy field. From the curve was selected a time 
of exposure with its maximum temperature best suited for the medium. 
The experiment was repeated with all of the desired characteristics plus 
a known level of a test species of bacterium or virus in the medium. The 
degree of inactivation of the test agent in one pulse of energy under ' 
controlled conditions was determined. For the complete elimination· ·of· 
the concentration of test organism multiple pulses were employed under 
conditions best suited to the medium. 

Virus inactivation in media. The VSV, Indiana type grown in tissue 
culture was filled in a sterile manner into 100 ml vaccine bottles equipped 
with nailhead rubber stoppers secured by metal caps. The virus in the 
bottles was exposed to EME for varying lengths of time and intensity of 
energy. After treatment tenfold ser~al dilutions were made of treated and 
untreated virus in tissue culture maintenance fluid. Calf kidney cell 
cultures in 4 oz prescription bottles were inoculated with 0.2 ml each of 
the dilutions from each sample. Three 4 oz bottles of cultured cells were 
used per dilution. The inoculated cell cultures were incubated for 1 hr at 
37°C at which time 15 ml of a medium composed of Hariks' salt solution 
and lactalbumin hydrolysate were added to each bottle of cultured cells 
and viruses. No dye or serum was added. Incubation proceeded for 72 
hr when readings of cytopathic effect (CPE) were made with the addi
tion of a solution of crystal violet to the bare cell surface in each bottle. 

The same dilutions described above were inoculated infra-abdominally 
into Rockefeller H strain of 7 to 9 day old suckling mice. Six to eight 
mice were used per dilution and were observed for 7 days. 

Each of the VSV samples, treated and untreated, were inoculated 
without dilution into five adult Hartley strain guinea pigs. The inoculum 
was 0.25 ml given intramuscularly into the hind leg of each animal. After 
28 days the inoculation was repeded into the other leg. Ten days after 
the second inoculation the animals were exsanguinated and the serums 
from each group of five animals pooled. The serums were inactivated 
for 30 min at 56°C before use in a virus neutralization test. In this test 
a fixed amount of VSV Indiana type was mixed with each of a series of 
fourfold dilutions of each serum sample so that the inoculum of 0.05 ml 
per mouse contained 100 suckling mouse LDso when given intraab
dominally. The dilution of serum which neutralized 100 suckling mouse 
LDso doses of virus was known as the PDso value. 

Virus inactivation in antiserum. A lot of calf serum amounting to one 
liter containing neutralizing antibodies against VSV, Indiana type was 
deliberately contaminated with VSV, New Jersey type to a concentration 
of 104 TCIDso/ml. 

The contaminated antiserum was filled in a sterile manner into 100 ml 
vaccine bottles as described previously. These samples were treated with 
EME for varying lengths of time and a fixed intensity of energy. Treated 
and untreated, contaminated and uncontaminated samples of. the serum 
were examined for concentration of contaminating virus and for titer of 
neutralizing antibody to virus by previously described methods. 



RESULTS 

In Figure 1 is shown the data obtained from a thermal curve designed 
to show the effects of EME on fetal calf serum and container as in
fluenced by cooling during exposure and by a subsequent cool down 
period. Here are found times of exposure and maximum temperatures 
attained under cooling influence which can be used for further experi-

. mentation. 
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In Table 1 is displayed the inactivation of VSV, Indiana type added to 
fetal calf serum which has been exposed to EME for 17 seconds with a 
maximum temperature of the serum at 48°C. One pulse of energy in
activates approximately two logs of virus. Repeated pulses of energy are 
required to further reduce the total amount of virus present. There was 
little change in the electrophoretic pattern and the total protein did not 
vary from the value of 4 gm percent from the first to the sixth pulse, 
inclusively. 
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TABLE 1. 
INACTIVATION OF VESICULAR STOMATITIS Vmus IN FETAL CALF SERUM 

BASED ON THERMAL CURVE DATA FROM THE GRAY PROCESS1 

Treatment Temp. of Peah temp. of /.;lapsed 
JOO ml product product after time of Virus TCIDso'' 
sample at start treatrr.ent pul.'ies per ml 

Control 10°c 5.4* * 
1 Pulse 10°c 48°c 17 sec 3.1 
2 Pulses 10°c 48°c 34 sec 1.1 
3 Pulses 10°c 48°c 51 sec <0.0 
4 Pulses 10°c 48°c 68 sec >-2.0 
5 Pulses 10°c 43°c 85 sec <-2.0 
6 Pulses 10°c 48°C· 102 sec <-2.0 

,:,_vesicular stomatitis virus, Indiana tyJe 
''"''-Logarithm to the base 10 
I-Trademark of Gray Industries, Inc. 

In Table 2 approximately 107 .. 1 TCID50/ml of· VSV, Indiana type in 
100 ml volumes was inactivated in tissue culture medium by treatment 
with EME in 75 sec. Shorter time exposures of the virus gave varying 
degrees of inactivation. 

TA,BLE 2. 

INACTIVATION OF VESICULAR STOMATITIS Vrnus BY ELECTROMAGNETIC 
ENERGY 

Virus Seconds of 
samples exposure ti r.1e 

Original virus 0 
1 20 
2 40 
3 50 
4 60 
5 75 
6 90 

'''-Logarithm to the base IO 
''"''-Three • 4 oz cell culture bottles per dilution 

''"'"''-Eight - 7 to 9 day old mice per dilution 

TCID,o''"·, 
per ml 

6.9* 
5.9. 
5.4 
1.4 
1.9 

<0.0 
<0.0 

LD,o'''•·•··, 
per ml 

6.4 
3.6 
2.3 
2.7 
2.1 

<0.0 
<0.0 

The immunogenicity in guinea pigs of the treated and untreated VSV, 
Indiana type is indicated in Table 3. The sample exposed for 75 seconds 
to EME and found to be incapable of detectable propagation did not 
stimulate any observable VSV neutralizing antibody. Other treated virus 
samples stimulated a lesser antibody response than did the untreated 
virus in guinea pigs. 



TABLE 3. 
IMMUNOGENICITY IN GUINEA PIGS OF VESICULAR 8TOMATITIS 

VIRUS TREATED BY ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY 

Virus "}<.'xposure time PDso value 
samples in seconds of antiserum 

Original virus 0 3890* 
1 30 1622 
2 40 692 
3 50 2291 
4 60 692 
5 75 4 
·6 90 4 

*-Reciprocal of dilution of antiserum which neutralized 100 suckling mouse LDso doses. Eight 
mice were used per dilution. 

The sample of antiserum contaminated with a heterologous strain of 
VSV was rendered free of contaminated virus by treatment with EME 
for 55 seconds as shown in Table 4. The egg adapted virus appeared to 
be more infectious for suckling mice than for calf kidney cells. The data 
in Table 5 indicates that in those samples on antiserum in which the 
contaminating virus was eliminated there was no diminution of specific 
antibody concentration of the VSV, Indiana type. 

TABLE 4. 
INACTIVATION OF VSV - NEW'JERSEY TYPE 

CONTAMINATING vsv - INDIANA TYPE ANTISERUM 
AFTER TREATMENT WITH ELECTROMAGNETIC ENERGY 

Virus 
sample., 

Original antiserum 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

*-Logarithm to the base 10 

Seconds of 
exposure time 

0 
25 
30 
35 
45 
50 
55 
90 

**-Three - 4 oz cell culture bottles per dilution 
***--Six - 7 to 9 day old mice per dilution 

TCIDso''* 
per ml 

4.0* 
3.2 
2.2 
1.2 

<0.0 
<0.0 
<0.0 
<0.0 

LDso'''"' 
per ml 

3.7 
2.4 
2.1 
1.6 
1.7 

<1.0 
<0.0 
<0.0 



TABLE 5. 
THE PDso VALUES OF ANTISERUM CONTAMINATED BY Vrnus 

AFTER TREATMENT BY ELECRTOMAGNETIC ENERGY TO 
INACTIVATE THE Vrnus 

Seconds of PDso value Contaminated virus 
Samples exposure time of serum* inactivated 

Original antiserum 0 5612 
Normal calf serum 0 4 

1 35 13379 No 
2 45 6466 No 
3 50 7179 No 
4 55 8775 Yes 
5 90 6125 Yes 

'''-Reciprocal of the dilution of antiserums which neutralized 100 suckling mouse LD50 doses. 
Eight mice were used per dilution. 

DISCUSSION 

The use of EME to inactivate· virus in serum or culture media is 
regulated by many conditions. It is necessary to construct a thermal curve 
for the reactions of the medium, the container, and the container closure 
to this form of energy over the periods of time and intensity expected to 
be utilized. This was performed with blanks and telethermometer probe 
readings were obtained for the exposure times and milliampere readings. 
Another limitation on complete inactivation was. that the container must 
be completely filled leaving very little head or air space. Entirely differ
ent results could be obtained, everything else being equal, if an experi- · 
ment was repeated with a large head space in the containers. lriactivation 
of contaminants in media have been achieved in volumes varying from 
7 to 500 ml. There appears to be a titer effect in that it takes longer time 
to inactivate seven logs of virus than it does to eliminate four logs of the 
same agent. 

Viruses such as bovine diarrhea, bovine rhinotracheitis, parinfluenza, 
adeno, simian ( SV 40), canine hepatitis, and reo as well as the bacteria of 
the PPLO group have been treated with EME in a serum menstruum and 
found to be inactive by cultural methods. A nonspecific inhibitor of virus 
found in serum was reduced fourfold by exposure to EME in one trial 
showing that there is some degree of selection in the process for elimina
tion of unwanted substances and retention of desirable ones. 

Several trials of concentration of volumes of treated contaminated 
serum have been investigated to determine if such a procedure will yield 
active virus. Most of the present data were derived from the tissue culture 
cultivation and/or animal inoculation of undiluted treated serum or cul
ture medium which did have viruses or bacteria in them at various levels 
of contamination before exposure to EME. Some preparations were 
filtered through 220 millimicron porosity membranes before EME ex
posure and some were not filtered. However, filtration is recommended. 



No experiments have been performed with deliberate design to attenu
ate rather than inactivate disease agents although evidence exists that 
this may be possible with certain viruses. Such research requires personnel 
and space beyond our present limited capacity. However from opinions 
obtained from our consultants it is believed that changes in modular 
structure can be achieved with the energy available by the folding of side 
chains of protein molecules as opposed to splitting off of radicals which 
require much more energy. Changes in structure can mean inactivation, 
loss of identity and recognition. 

SUMMARY 

Electromagnetic energy has been used to inactivate a number of 
viruses in culture media and serum. Concentrations of viruses from 107 to 
104 TCIDso/ml in 100 ml volumes in closed containers were reduced to 
less than one detectable TCIDso/ml in 90 to 55 seconds of exposure. 
Contaminant virus was inactivated in the presence of antibody without 
detectable harm to this serum component. · 
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In a previous publication, 0. S. Gray and M. Sanders ( 1) have pub
lished on the controlled effects of electromagnetic energy (EME) the 

Gray Process*. In another publication, that of 0. N. Fellowes, Sanders 

and Gray (2), they have indicated that the controlled microwave effects 
are selective in a biological system of whole serum contaminated with 

adventitious viruses, mycoplasma, etc. 
The possible application of selective viral sterilization on the contami

nating viruses of human whole blood without untoward effects on the 
cellular, formed elements and plasma proteins seemed desirable. 

In order to pursue this, a study of the maximum levels of controlled 

microwave radiation on human whole blood was initiated. Selecting 2450 

MhZ and 760 ma of constant energy with varying times of exposure, a 
thermal curve was demonstrated with 500 ml units of human whole blood 
drawn into ACD formula A plastic blood bags (3). The thermal effects 

of these exposures on individual 500 rril units of blood are shown in 
Figure 1. 

Figure 2 is a photograph of supernatant plasma of these units and 
shows grossly increasing plasma hemoglobin related to increased excess 

• Trademark of Gray Industries, Inc. 
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FIGURE 1. Increased temperature correlated with increase in time of exposure. 



FIGURE 2. Increased plasma hemoglqbin with excess time of exposure. 

FIGURE 3. Plasma hemoglobins at 25 seco~ds (to the left) and 30 seconds (to 
the right). 

time of exposure. The photograph in Figure 3 shows the effects on plasma 
hemoglobin of two selected levels 25 seconds and 30 seconds exposure. 



NOTE: The absence of elevated gross plasma hemoglobin in these 
supernatant plasmas. 

Further studies of these units at 25-second and 30-second exposures 
showed no significant difference of these units as compared with un
treated controls, when tested additionally by osmotic fragility, SMA 
12/60 routine, red blood count, white blood count population sizing, 
plasma pH, PO2 and electrolytes. Based upon these preliminary studies 
which determined non-damaging energy levels, it was decided to expose 
a 500 ml whole blood unit contaminated with virus to this input of 
controlled microwave energy. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A plasma double pack consisting of two sterile plastic containers 
connected by sterile tubing was used. A 500 ml unit of whole blood was 
bled into one bag filled with ACD formula A. Both blood bags had sterile 
sampling ports. Vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV), Indiana type, was 
placed in the empty blood bag by means of the sampling port. Since the 
potency of the virus pool was known, it was possible to add sufficient 
virus to make a final concentration of approximately 104 TCID50 /ml. The 
blood in the filled bag was transferred to the virus-containing bag with 
mixing. After mixing well, the blood was transferred back to the original 
bag and was allowed to stand for six hours at 4°C, to determine a possible 
deleterious effect of residual citrate and/or attachment of virus particles 
to the red blood cell receptors. 

At this time a sample of blood was taken to determine the virus 
concentration. One radiation of the blood was then made for 25 seconds 
at 760 ma in the controlled microwave field followed by a cool-down 
period. The bag was then held for one hour at 4°C at which time a second 
exposure of the blood was made for 25 seconds at 760 ma of intensity of 
EME. At this time a sample of the blood was again taken. Serial 10-fold 
dilutions of the seed virus, the contaminated blood before exposure and 
the contaminated blood after exposure to EME. were made. These dilu
tions were inoculated into tubes of bovine embryo kidney cells. 10 tubes 
per dilution. The cells were read for cytopathic effect ( CPE) after 
120 hours of incubation at 35°C. 

RESULTS 

As can be seen in Figure 4, at least two logs of VSV were inactivated 
by treatment of the blood with microwave in the manner described. It is 
regretted that we were not able to read at lower levels because of the 
masking of the cells by the heavy inoculum of red blood cells at the 
lower dilutions so that no CP changes could be recognized at the un
diluted and 1: 10 levels but more than two logs were certainly inactivated. 
At 1: 100 or 102 dilution, a clear picture of cells was possible. At this test 
level, there was definitely no CPE. 

One problem which remains is the shape of the standard blood bags 
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in use in the United States today. The "spindle shape" makes it difficult 
to give an uniform exposure to a blood bag. 

We are at this time engaged in extensive studies to modify the shape 
of the presently used blood bags. Further virus studies will be pursued 
and once the problem of configuration has been determined, we. will be 
prepared to initiate clinical trial. 
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The use of electro-magnetic energy in the form of microwave has been 
investigated by several research groups and individuals as a possible 
sterilization or pasteurization process (2-10, 12-15, 17-19). In 1966, our 
attention was called to a combination microwave energy source with 
steam or circulating cooling gas, called the Gray Process**, which could 
be used as a preservation; pasteurization or sterilization process. A pre
liminary microbiological investigation was started, primarily to determine 
the effect of these microwaves in combination with steam or a circulating 
gas on bacterial spores. The results of the preliminary investigation was 
presented at the 69th Meeting of the American Society of Microbiology 
in Miami, Florida, without the mention of the details of the specific 
process involved. Only the microbiological results were disclosed, since 
the patents related to the Gray Process had not been issued. 

Since an earlier report by Gray and Dr. Sanders presents the details 
of the Gray Process, we shall refer to the various processes as used in this 
communication as microwave, microwaves with steam (hot process) and 
microwaves with coolant (cold process). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Our primary interest in the Gray Process was in the demonstration 
of the process as a sterilizing entity and its sporicidal effectiveness. 

Organisms 
Spore suspensions of Bacillus subtilis var. niger (morphotype globigii) 

and Bacillus stearothermophilus and a mixed bacterial culture of various 
organisms indicated below were used as test species for these preliminary 
studies. The spore suspensions were prepared as follows: 

a) Bacillus globigii 
Eight ml of a stock spore suspension were inoculated into a Roux 

0 Present address: B-D Research Center, Research Triangle, Durham, N.C. 
** Trademark of Gray Industries, Inc. 
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flask containing 200 ml nutrient agar +0.01 % manganese sulfate 
(MnSO4) as manganese. After withdrawing the excess fluid, the 
flask was slanted at a 45 degree angle and incubated at 35 degrees C. 
After sporulation had reached approximately 95%, the spores were 
harvested, washed 5 times in sterile distilled water, and resuspended 
in a known quantity of sterile, distilled water. The number of spores 
per ml were then determined · before refrigerating · the suspension. 
Prior to using the spores for inocdation of substrates or suspensions, 
a portion was removed from the refrigerated stock and heat-shocked 
at 80 degrees C for 10 minutes. The number of spores per ml of 
heat-shocked suspension was then determined and adjusted, if 
necessary, to provide the desired concentration of spores per ml. 

b) Bacillus stearothermophilus 
Spores of B. stearothermophilus were initially grown on slants of 
Wang agar*. After washing the slants with a known quantity of 
sterile, distilled water, the resulting suspension was heat-activated 
at 90 degrees C for 20 minutes. The activated spore suspension was 
then pipetted onto the surface of 200 ml of Wang's agar contained 
in a Roux flask. Excess liquid was removed and the bottle was 
incubated at 55 degrees C. The flask was elevated at a 45 degree 
angle to keep developing moisture at the· flask base. After 6-7 days 
the flask was removed from the incubator. The spores were har
vested and washed three times using sterile, distilled water and 
finally re-suspended in a known quantity of sterile, distilled water. 
After plating to determine the concentration of spores per ml of 
suspension, the spores were refrigerated until needed. 

c) Vegetative Bacterial Species 
Mixed suspensions of vegetative bacterial cells consisted of Escher
ichia coli, Pseudomonas aeruginc-sa, Staphylococcus aureus, Strep
tococcus faecalis, and Mycobacterium phlei. Three separate 100 ml 
amounts of each species were grown in flasks containing brain heart 
infusion broth placed in a 37 degree C shaking incubator for 18 
hours. After incubation, each of the three cultures of each species 
were harvested by centrifugation and washed three times with 
sterile, distilled water. One flask of each species was re-suspended 
in 1 % peptone water. Two ml aliquots of each species suspended 
in 1 % peptone were then removed and pooled to give a 10 ml 
mixed suspension containing all 5 species in 1 % peptone water. The 
same procedure was followed to obtain mixed· suspensions in Trypti
case Soy Broth and Mineral Oil. These test tube suspensions were 
then used in tests involving both the ~ot and cold processes. · 

· Substrates and Suspension Media 
· · Various substrates and suspensions were prepared ·using spores and 
vegetative cells for exposures to the "Gray Process." These were as 
follows: 

a) Four ounce glass bottles . 
B. globigii and B. stearothermophilus suspensions were pipetted in 

* Wang, D.I.C., Sharer, J. and A. E. Humphrey. Kinetics of -Death of Bacterial Spores at 
Elevated Temperatures. Appl. Microbial. 12:451-54, 1964. 



1.0 ml quantities into sterile 4 oz. bottles. The bottles were capped 
and rotated manually in order to cover the inside glass surface with . 
a film of suspension. The spores were dried onto the surface by 
incubating the bottles at 37 degrees C. 

b) Glass slides, 1" x 1" 
Bacillus stearothermophilus spores were pipetted in 0.1 ml quanti
ties onto the surface of sterile, clean 1" x 1" glass slides contained 
in sterile glass petri dishes. The petri dishes were then placed at 
37 degrees C until the slides had dried after which the slides were 
placed in a vacuum desiccator over Drierite for 3 days. After desic
cation, the slides were removed from the petri dishes and placed in 
sterile, 4 oz. plastic-capped glass jars. 

c) Spordex Strips Encased in Aluminum Foil 
Bacillus stearothermophilus spores were inoculated onto sterile 
bulbus strips and allowed to dry. Each strip was then wrapped 
securely in regular commercial aluminum foil. 

d) Spordex Strips Sealed in Polyethylene 
Bacillus stearothermophilus spores were pipetted onto sterile bulbus 
strips and allowed to dry. Each strip was placed in a polyethylene 
(3 mil) pouch. The pouch was then heat-sealed. 

e) Spordex Strips in 4 oz. Glass Bottles 
Bacillus stearothermophilus spores were inoculated on sterile 4 oz. 
glass bottles with plastic caps. 

f) Spores Dried from 10% Saline Solution 
Bacillus stearothermophilus spores in 10% saline suspension were 
inoculated in 0.1 ml quantities into sterile screw-cap test tubes. 
After manually rotating the test tubes to distribute a film of sus
pension over the inside surface, the test tubes were incubated at 
37 degrees C until dry. 

Recovery Procedures 
a) Four ounce glass bottles containing dried spores or spores dried 

on 1" x 1" glass slides 
One hundred ml of sterile 1 % peptone water was added to each 
control and each exposed 4 oz. bottle. The bottles were placed in a 
Branson "Sonogen" ultrasonic cleaner, Model A-300, and sonicated 
for 15 minutes to remove all spores adhering to the glass walls. 
Each bottle was shaken vigorously after removal from the sonic 
bath. One ml aliquots were removed from each bottle and serially 
plated in duplicate using Trypticase Soy Agar as the recovery 
medium. Plates containing Bacillus globigii spores or Bacillus 
stearothermophilus spores were incubated at 35 degrees C or 55 
degrees C, respectively. The plates were examined for survivors 
after 24, 48 and 72 hours of incubation. 

b) Spordex Strips 
Spores wer.e recovered from Spordex Strips by thoroughly disinte
grating the,strips in a Waring Blender mior'ocup. All control strips 



and exposed strips were removed from their respective containers 
(aluminum foil, polyethylene or 4 oz. glass bottles) and deposited 
in 99 ml sterile, distilled water contained in a Waring Blender 
microcup. The strips were blenderized for 2 minutes at high speed 
after which 1.0 ml aliquots of the homogenized mixture were re
moved and serially plated in duplicate using Trypticase Soy Agar 
as the recovery medium. The plates were incubated at 55 degrees 
C and examined for growth at 24, 48 and 72 hours. 

c) Spores Dried from 10% Saline Suspension 
Following exposure, 10 ml sterile, distilled water was added to each 
screw-cap test tube containing salt-encrusted spores, thereby dilut
ing the dried salt in the tube to a 1 % level. Each tube was sonicated 
as previously described and vigorously shaken following removal 
from the sonic bath. One ml aliquots were serially plated and ex
amined for growth as previously described. 

Survivor curves were prepared for spores and cells of microorganisms 
dried on both hygroscopic and nonhygroscopic surfaces and exposed to 
the test apparatus. Each point used in preparing the curves represents an 
average number of survivors. The straight-line portion of all curves was 
located by linear regression (11). 

Analysis of death kinetic reaction rates, when plotted on semilogarith
mic paper, is usually expressed in terms of the decimal reduction, or 
D-value (16). The D-Value is the time required to destroy 90% of the 
bacterial cell or spore population under a given set of conditions. This 
value can be useful in determining the theoretical probability of bacterial 
cells or spores surviving a given sterilizing agent or process. From the 
curves, the decimal reduction times CD-values at 24.5 me) were taken 
as the time (in minutes) to kill 90% of the spores. Survivor curves of 
B. subtilis var. niger (morphotype globigii) B. stearothermophilus spores, 
.deposited on various hygroscopic and nonhygroscopic surfaces and 
exposed to the "Gray Process," are presented in figures 1 and -2, which 
represents typical data obtained. · 

RESULTS 

A process called the "Gray Process" which involves a portion of the 
electro-magnetic energy spectrum (microwaves) in combination with 
other factors such as steam under pressure or circulating gases such as 
nitrogen was investigated to determine its potential as a sterilizing 
process. The several process variations were challenged with 105 to 106 

spores of B. stearothermophilus and B. subtilis var. niger as well as a 
'mixed culture of five vegetative bacteria. . . • • 
' Microbiological destruction curves of the sporeformers in Figure 1 
demonstrates an effective sporicidal process in the combined use of micro
wave steam. The addition of extra water to the test specimens· increase 
the sporicidal activity, as decreased D-valµes were observed. 

However, when the same spore preparations were exposed to microwave 
and coolant gas (nitrogen), no sporicidal activity was noted for B. stear
othermophilus, whereas, some activity was observed for B. subtilis var. 

·niger as noted in Figure 2. Bacillus stearothermophilus· has been regarded 



TABLE 1 

DECIMAL REDUCTION VALUES IN MINUTES OF AOAC SPORICIDAL TEST PIECES 

EXPOSED TO THE GRAY PROCESS 

Process 

Microwave Only 

Steam Only 

Microwave and Coolant 

Microwave and Steam 

ND = Not determined 

Bacillus subtilis var. niger 

Suture Loops Penicylinders 

5.1 

0.93 

(a) 

0.95 

1.75 

1.71 

.3.9 

0.75 

(a)= An increase in count was observed and no D-value could be determined. 

C/ostridium sporogenes 

Suture_ Loops Penicylinders 

ND 

6.2 

(a) 

0.84 

33.0 

3.5 

(a) 

ND 
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FIGURE 1 

Survivor Curves of Bacillus subtilis var niger and Bacil11Js stearothermophilus Spores to the Hot Process 
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as a more moist, heat resistant organism than the B. subtilis. 
The results of the mixed culture exposed to the hot and cold process 

is illustrated in Figure 3. All of the mixed cultures of vegetative bacterial 
cells were sterilized except for the culture in mineral oil exposed to the 
hot process. No reason is known for this unexpected result. 

AOAC sporicidal test specimens (1) of suture loops and penicylinders 
containing 7.1 x 106 spores per loop, 2.9 x 106 spores per penicylinder of 
B. subtilis var. niger and 6.7 x 108 per loop and 1.0 x 108 per penicylinder 
of Clostridium sporogenes were exposed to the hot process. The results 
tabulated in table 1 indicates the sporicidal effectiveness of the process 
using AOAC test specimens. The effectiveness of microwave or steam 
alone is not as effective as the sterilizing process of the combination of 
microwave and steam. 

FIGURE 3 

Survivor Curves of Mixed Cultures in Various Media Exposed to the Hot and Cold Processes - Species contained 
in Mixed Culture were Escherichia coli, Pseudomonu aeruginosa, Staphylococcus aureus. Streptococcus faecalis 

and Mycobacterium phlei 
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ELECTRON MICROSCOPE . PHOTOGRAPHS 

Electron microscope photographs were taken of nonprocesses (con
.trols) and the "Gray Process" (exposed) spore preparations of B. subtilis 
var. niger and B. stearothermophilus. 

Spore suspensions were prepared in 1 % ammonium acetate buffer, pH 
7.0, at a concentration of 1 x 109 spores per ml and three ml aliquots 
were pipetted into a series of sterile 150 mm screw-cap test tubes. The 
spore suspensions were kept at approximately 4 degrees C before and 
after exposure. Each species was exposed for 3 minutes to the hot process 
and for 10 minutes to the cold proCP,SS. Following exposure, the specimens 
were examined as whole mounts on formvar covered 200 mesh copper 
grids, negatively stained with 2% phosphotungstic acid, pH 70, with 
0.4% sucrose added to increase viscosity and improve spreading. A 
Phillips EM200 microscope operated at 60 KV accelerating voltage with 
double condenser and a 40 micron objective aperture was used to take 
the picture of Kodak Electron Image Plates. The plates were developed 
in Kodak HRP developer diluted 1: 4 with 5g of Kodak anti-fog per liter 



The negatives were then printed at a magnification of 2.5 x on low con
trast paper. 

The more important of the electron micrographs illustrates the control 
specimens as seen in Figure 4 for B. subtilis var. niger and Figure 5 
for B. stearothermophilus. Both figures depict intact and health looking 
spores and some vegetative cells of B. stearothermophilus germinating 
from a few spores. Figure 6 shows B. subtilis var. niger spores after 10 
minutes exposure to the cold process with no signs of damage and no 
debris. 

FIGURE 4. B. subtilis var. niger Travel Control. Interact and healthy looking; 
little or no cell debris · 



FIGURE 5. B stearothermophilus Travel Control. Intact, healthy looking spores; 
some vegetative cells apparently germinated from a few spores. 
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FIGURE 6. B. subtilis var. niger spores exposed to Cold Process for 10-minutes. 
No sign of damage; little debris, if any. 



Figures 7 and 8 are of B. stearothermophilus after 10 minutes exposure 
to the cold process which depicts vegetative cell autolysis and "ghost" 
cells with shrunken internal membranes. 

FIGURE 7. B. stearothermophilus exposed to cold process for 10 minutes. 
Vegetative cell now autolyzing. 



FIGURE 8. B. stearothermophilus exposed to cold process for 10 mbutes; similar 
to 159-1; cell "ghosts" with shrunbn internal membrane. 

After exposure to three mir:utes in the hot process of E. stearother
mophilus spores, as seen in Figure 9, the photograph shows spor~, 
empty sport coat, and cell wall fragments, a probable carry-over from the 
culture from which the spores were prepared and not indicative of 
germination after exposure. ThE B. stear;thermophilus spores were usual1y 
intact, "normal looking" spores: However, spores of B. subti:·is var. niger, 
exposed to the hot process for three minutes, as seen in FigurE 10, shows 
very few if any intact spores, copeous quantity of cellulat debris and 
illustrates the gross morphological destruction inflicted upo::i the spore3. 
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Fnm:i3J 9. B. Etearothermophilus exposed to H::>t Process for 3 minu:es. 3mpty 
sp,::i,re coat or, ce~l wall fragment; probably a carry-ov"!r from· culture .from 
wh:c·:1. spores were prepared and not indicafr,e of germination afte:: exposure. 



FIGURE 10. E'. subtilis va:r. rii6er spo::-es expoEed to Hot Process :'or 3 m.ir_utes. 
Very few, if any, intact spc,res: very much •~ellular debris in gre-at disorganha
tion and ba::-ely recognizable as s~h; spor-2s rendered mc,rp~-iJlogically tm

. recognizable. 



SUMMARY 

Preliminary work has been completed to investigate the effect of 
microwave energy on bacterial spores and vegetative cells, using a 
process known as the Gray Process. 

The Gray Process utilizes 2,450 me microwaves in combination with 
pressurized steam or circulating cooling gases, such as nitrogen, and has 
been referred to as the "hot" and "cold" processes, respectively. 

Various separate sets of Bacillus globigii and B. stearothermophilus 
spores have been exposed on various substrates and suspensions to the 
"hot" and "cold" variations of the Gray Process. One group of cultures 
of mixed vegetative species has also been exposed to the "hot" and 
"cold" processes. 

It was generally found that the hot process was capable of causing 
significant decreases in spore populations and, in some cases, sterility. 
The cold process was not as effective against spores as the "hot" process, 
however, significant destruction was observed in certain instances. The 
"cold" process was very effective against vegetative cells (Table II). 

Although sterility was not obtained in every case, it is still apparent 
that the use of microwave energy in combination with steam or circulat
ing coolant gases, offers a promising method of sterilizing. 

Further work toward the full development of the Gray Process as a 
new method of sterilization seems justifiable. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The microwave (M.W.) band of the electromagnetic spectrum pro
vides a form of non-ionizing radiation with a wavelength of 1 cm. to 1 
metre and a frequency of 107 to 3.0 x 1011 cycles per second (cps). 
M. W. radiation has been applied experimentally to a variety of biologi
cal systems. Exposure of tissues has been shown to: cause leukocytosis 
and eosinopenia in dogs1, inhibit experimental arthritis in rats2, reduce 
the growth of liver hepatomas in rats3, inhibit the growth of kidney 
tubular cells4, increase peripheral blood flow5,6, accelerate wound healing7, 
and alleviate various inflammatory conditionss,9•10,11. 

Although there have been many reports concerning the medical ap
plication of M.W. radiation and its effects on biological systems, two 
conflicting theories have been reported. In the past, many workers have 
postulated that the only effect of M.W. radiation is that due purely to a 
thermal reactiont 2,13,t4_ More recently, other workers have shown a non
thermal effect, which is dependent on the frequency of the applied M.W. 
energy. Bach et a[15 observed that molecules of human gamma globulin 
were cleaved by M. W. exposure at certain critical frequencies. In 1968, 
Webb et al demonstrated that M.W. energy at 1.36 x 1011 cps inhibited 
bacterial growth16. Webb and his co-workers have also shown that 
various cellular macromolecular components possess specific frequency
dependent absorption spectra for M.W. energy17. When intact cells were 
treated at these specific frequencies, metabolic processes and cell growth 
were alteredt7_ 

In 1970, Okai18 demonstrated that M.W. radiation at 2.45 X 109 cps 
had a specific non-thermal inhibitory effect on the growth of L cells in 
tissue culture. The present paper is directed towards the elucidation of 
the mechanism of this inhibitory effect on the growth of L cells. The 
sensitivity of other cell lines to M. W. energy was also investigated. 

✓ 



MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Cells and Media. VX2 cells and RT cells were derived18 from the 
VX2 rabbit carcinoma19,20 and Rorie osteogenic sarcoma21, respectively. 
These cells and L-929 cells22 were maintained in monolayer culture in 
McCoy's medium, with 10% fetal calf serum. This medium was supple
mented with 50 LU. of penicillin per ml and 0.1 mg of streptomycin per 
ml prior to use. Cells were incubated in 30ml Falcon plastic tissue culture 
flasks at 37° in an incubator (model 3634-2, ,National Appliance Co., 
Portland, Oregon) which was continuously flushed with a humidified 
mixture of 5% CO2 in air. The medium was changed every three days. 
Subculturing was performed by trypsinization of cells in the logarithmic 
stage of growth. All cell counts were done using a Model B Coulter 
Counter. The doubling times of the cell' lines were - L-929; 17-19 hrs, 
VX2: 20-22 hrs, RT: 18-20 hrs. 

Prior to exposure to M.W. radiation, cells were trypsinized and 4 ml 
volumes of resuspended cells were transferred to sterile scintillation vials, 
where their growth rate was identical to that observed in Falcon tissue 
culture flasks. Cells were always exposed to M.W. energy while they 
were in the early logarithmic growth period. Immediately following ---
M.W. exposure, the temperature of samples was measured using a tele----
thermometer probe (model 42SG, Yellow Springs Instrument Co., Ohio). 

L60T cells23 were grown in test tubes in suspension culture in CMRL 
1066 medium24, from which the thymidine and coenzymes were omitted, 
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum. Subculturing was performed by 
dilution of cells in the logarithmic growth stage. The doubling time of 
L60T cells was 15-17 hrs. , 

Synchronization of L60T Cells; L60'T 'celh:1. were synchronized using 
the "thymidine window technique" of \Vhitmore and Gulyas25. Tritiated 
thymidine (6.7 c/m mole) was ·obtained ·from Ne~ England Nuclear 
Corporation ( Boston, Mass.) . Synchronjzed populations were exposed to 
M.W. radiation in scintillation vials,: at a density of 5 x 104 per ml., 
unless otherwise indicated. Following exposure, samples were diluted in 
medium and subsequent colony counts· were performed25 in Falcon tissue 
culture flasks. 

Exposure to .M.W. Radiation. The M.W. distributing unit employed 
utilizes the Gray Process*, and was developed by Gray Industries, Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida, specifically to minimize the thermal effect of M.W. 
radiation. This unit has· a wavelength of 12 cm. and a frequency of 2.45 
x 109 cps. 

To ensure that each cell sample was totally exp~sed to M.W. radiation 
during treatment, cells were exposed 'in scintillation vials (Fig. 1). These 
vials were supported by a polystyrene table, which is totally permeable to 
microwaves. This table turned at a constant speed of 23 rpm, exposing 
all samples as they entered the electromagnetic field (Fig. 1). Electric 
current from the power supply was monitored by a current adjustment 
before it reached the magnetron. Microwaves which were generated in 
the magnetron travelled through the wave guide to a chamber below 

• Trademark of Gray Industries, Inc. 



(Fig. 1). This chamber was surrounded by a cooling system. Another 
refrigeration unit was connected to the wave guide and circulated air at 
2°C through the chamber. 

POWER 
SUPPLY MAGNETRON 

CURRENT 

ADJUSTMENT 

REFRIGERATION 
UNIT 

FIGURE 1. Schematic drawing of Gray Process instrument for use on cells. 



Prior to exposure, all samples were cooled to 0° in an ice bath, Samples 
were then exposed to M.W. radiation at a current of 120 ma; for 1 min., 
or for multiples of 1 min. When multiple exposures were performed, all 
samples were cooled to 0° between exposures. Blank samples ( vials con
taining 4.0 mis of medium) were run simultaneously to permit tempera
ture determinations immediately following M.W. exposure. 

RESULTS 

The Effect of Cooling-The Gray Process. When L-929 cells·· were 
exposed to five I-minute doses of M.W. energy in the absence of the 
chamber cooling systems, the temperature of samples reached 45-47°, and 
all cells rapidly degenerated (Fig. 2). When cells were treated with 
identical levels of M.W. energy, and with the chamber cooling systems 
operating (The Gray Process), the temperature of samples reached 
34-35° and only certain cells in a field showed degeneration (Fig. 2 & 3). 
When L-929 cells were alternately cooled in an ice bath and placed in a 
water bath at 34-35° their growth rate was not decreased below that of 
the control. This evidence suggested a non-thermal effect of M.W. radia
tion on the growth of these cells. In all subsequent experiments, samples 
were treated in the presence of the cooling systems, i.e. the Gray Process. 
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FIGURE 2. Partial L-929. cellular destruction after exposure to the G~ay Process. 



L60T Cells. When L-929 cells were treated with M.W. energy, only 
certain cells were affected (Fig. 3), suggesting that not all of the 
exposed cells were equally susceptible to M. W. radiation. To determine 
if cells at a particular stage of the cell cycle were more susceptible than 
others, studies were initiated on L60T cells - a line of L cells which can 
be relatively easily synchronized25,26_ 
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FIGURE 3. Partial L-929 cellular destruction after exposure to the Gray Process. 



The sensitivity of suspension cultures of asynchronous L60T cells to 
M.W. radiation was similar to that of L-929 cells. Exposure of L60T 
cells to M.W. energy for 1 min decreased the growth rate only slightly 
(Fig. 4). Exposure for 5 - 1 min time intervals decreased the growth 
rate by almost 50% (Fig. 4). Alternate cooling of samples of L60T cells 
to 0° and heating to 34-35° in a water bath had no effect on their sub
sequent growth indicating a non-thermal inhibitory effect of M.W. radia
tion on the growth of these cells (Fig. 4). 
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FIGURE 4. Inhibitory effect of Gray Process on L60T synchronized. 

T~ · determine if cells at ·on~ stage of the cell cycle wer~ more sus
C(;)ptible than others, L60T cells . were synchronized25 ~nd samples were 
subsequently exposed to 5 - 1 min doses of M.W. energy af? the ceils 
progressed through the cell cycle. To determine if Jhe inhibitory effect 
of M.W. radiation (Fig. 4) was due only to a decreased growth rate, or 
to an actual killing effect on some cells in · the population, the colony
forming ability25 of exposed cells was studied \Fig. 5). Only_ those cells 
in the M .and G 1 phases of the c:ell cycle were susceptible to M.W. 
radiation. About. 12% of the cells in the M phase failed to proliferate 
following M.W. exposure, whereas about 45% of those in the Gl phase 

. failed to form colonies after M. W. treatment, ( Fig. 5). 
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FIGURE 5. % km of sync··uonized L60T cells following M.W. exposure. 

The susceptibi:ity o:: L60T cells during the G 1 phase suggested that 
if an asynchronous popula:ion was treated at 4 successive 4-hr intervals, 
(so that the cell's are exposed as they successively enter Gl), growth 
may be inhibited to a greder extent than if the population were treated 
at 4 successive 1-hr interV:ils. The result of this experiment is shown in 
Fig. 6. Five 1-min exr;osu::-es decreased cell growth by about 50% (Fig. 
6). Four similar 5 min exp-:>sures, each one at successive 1 hr intervals 
decreased cell growth by cnly a further 10%. Four 5 min exposures each 
at successive 4 hr i:itervals, however, totally inhibited further cell 
division (Fig 6). 

Other Cell Lines. The Effect of M.W. radiation on the growth of VX2 
and RT cells (2 cell lines derived from malignant tumors) is presented 
in Fig. 7. Altem:::tely coolin.5 these cells to 0° and heating them to 34-35° 
had no effect on cell groV"'th. However, both cell lines were much more 
sensitive to M. W. treatme::1t than L-cells. Exposure of VX2 and RT cells 
for 5 min producEd rapid d~struction of the entire population (Fig. 7). 
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FIGURE 6. Intermittent Gray Process effects on L60T cells to obtain synchro
nous population exposure. 
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FIGURE 7. Effect of M. W. radiation on the growth of RT and VX2 cells_ in 
tissue culture. 



DISCUSSION 

The present non-thermal inhibitory effect of M.W. radiation on the 
growth of mammalian cells is consistent with a non-thermal M.W. effect 
shown by workers using other biological systems15,t6,t7_ 

L60T cells were susceptible to M.W. radiation only during the M and 
G 1 phases of the cell cycle ( Fig. 5). It is now established that loss of 
proliferation capacity of mammalian cells exposed to x-ray or to ultra 
violet is dependent upon the phase of the cell cycle occupied by cells at 
the time of irradiation26-30. Cells appear to be most sensitive to x-ray at 
the end of the S phase and at the beginning of G221,2s,29 whereas, maxi
mum cellular sensitivity to ultra violet light occurs in the early S 
phase 26,27. The present results indicate that M.W. energy may act at a 
site different from other forms of radiation. 

It is premature to speculate about the susceptibilities of the different 
cell lines to identical doses of M.W. radiation. Studies are currently 
being conducted to further elucidate the cellular mechanism of action 
of M. W. energy using biochemical techniques and electron microscopy. 

SUMMARY 

Four lines of mammalian cells were exposed to M.W. radiation at a 
wavelength of 12 cm, a frequency of 2.45 x 109 cps _and a current of 120 
ma under strictly controlled temperature conditions (the Gray Process). 

M. W. radiation was shown to have a specific non-thermal inhibitory 
effect on the growth of these cells. L60T cells were susceptible to M.W. 
exposure only during the M and G 1 phases of the cell cycle. It was 
possible to prevent the growth of an entire asynchronous population of 
L60T cells by exposing them to M.W. energy at 4 successive 4-hr inter
vals, as the culture progressively entered the M and G 1 phases. 

Two lines of cells derived from malignant tissue - VX2 and RT cells 
-were more susceptible to M.W. exposure than L cells. 
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